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Aristotle's six elements

Consider that all the basic elements of aristotle poetics begin from a general (general) perspective and move on to a specific (singular) perspective. Continue to look at the elements of the play dramatic structure in terms of perspectives macro and micro. PLOT: A DRAMATIC SET OF ACTIVITIES THAT PROMOTE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE STORY AND THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE PEOPLE INVOLVED. The drawing can be linear, circular, parallel, asynchronous, etc. it is understandable time and direction of activity. CHARACTER: PERSONALITIES OF INDIVIDUALS IN THE STORY. The characters are also symbolic and represent aspects of our own, identity,
culture, society, morality and mores during play shows. SUBJECT: MESSAGE, MEANING, VALUE AND PURPOSE OF THE WORK. THE SOUL AND SPIRIT OF WORK. MUSIC: THE GAME'S INSTRUMENTAL, CULTURAL AND PERSONAL RHYTHMS OR PEOPLE WHO POPULATE THE GAME WORLD. UNIVERSAL HEARTBEAT.
WORD: BOTH VERBAL AND NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION MODES. I THOUGHT AND FELT. PERSONALLY MANIFESTED IN THE WORK OF MIND AND BODY. SPECTACLE: VISUAL CONTENT OF A PLAYBACK OR MOVIE.  Specifically, all environmental staging, which includes props, sets, lighting and costumes, scenic
design elements, and physical elements regarding each other (MISE-EN-SCENE). ROBERT COHEN'S ADDED ADDED ADDITIONAL ELEMENT: CONVENTION: ACCEPTABLE MORALITY, CUSTOMS OR INDIRECT STYLE AND DEMEANOR IN A GIVEN TIME FRAME, MILIEU AND THE GAME'S PLACE. CriticaLink ( European My
Indikaab-, Aristotle: Poetics | Guide to Book VI Concept of Tragedy This chapter opens with Aristotle's famous concept of tragedy: Tragedy, you are an imitation of an action that is serious, complete, and of a certain magnitude; in the language decorated with each type of artistic ornament, several species are found in separate parts of the
play; in the form of a measure, not in the form of a narrative; through pity and fear, which affects the proper purification of these emotions. (51) By definition, Aristotle is beginning to present six key components of tragedy. The first debate is a spectacle that involves the spending of participants, the landscape and all the other aspects that
contribute to the visual experience of the game. Next comes the song and the diction. The song clearly refers to the vocal composition incorporated into the performance, and the word and dictionaries refer to the metric compositions of the talking lines. Aristotle moves on with elements related to people represented by tragedy, thought,
and character. The character includes all the qualities we associate with the persons represented in the play; the meaning of thought is elusive, but it seems that it shows the processes that lead the characters to behave as they do. The final component is a plot that Aristotle defines as incident placement (51). These six elements must be
organized, as Aristotle shows, under the larger categories of medium, object and mode: the dictionplot spectacle of the songcharacter thought Elements of Tragedy Aristotle presents these components in order of importance, extending slightly the importance of each tragedy as a whole. Objects of Plot emphasizing that tragedy is primarily
representation of actions, not characters, Aristotle makes the point that many modern tragedies fail in their testimonials, but there are still tragedies. The tragic impact comes from the plot, especially the peripeteia-reversal situation, in which the characters find themselves, as well as scenes of recognition. CharacterCharacter is the second
most important after the plot; tragedies represent signs of activity which is the main object of the agency. The characters represent their moral qualities through speeches assigned to them by the dramatist. Thought Thought consists of both rational processes through which characters come to decisions, as is represented in drama, as well
as values presented in the form of maximizes and proverbs. Media diction diction is already defined by the metric composition of the play, how the language is used to transmit the presentation. Song music is described as a language decoration. The lines assigned to the chorus of tragedy are usually conveyed by the song accompanied
by rhythmic movement. Mode Spectacle Aristotle lists the spectacle as the last order of importance, pointing out that the power of tragedy does not depend entirely on its performance (we can read tragedy and still appreciate its message), and that the art of spectacle really belongs to the laid-down designer and not the poet. Pages related
to this topic: Examples of Narrative Analysis Latest Best Films 200 + Great Films Narrative Structures Films: Mindmap Thomas Mann movie: Text Magic Mountain Faults Film Criticism over the last century has emerged as an amazing phenomenon has occurred: the world, especially in the Western world, has evolved into a universal
language. It's the language of the movies. From the 1920s onwards, the european Commission has been a member of the European American movies, in particular, are hugely successful, appealing to audiences around the world. Internet media, broadcast media and print media carry stories from the latest Hollywood press releases in
addition to the all-important trivia surrounding the lives of different stars. Cultural differences begin to disappear in the fusion spot of the universal language of film narratives. This is the huge international popularity of American movies that has led some to conclude that it must be the result of the horror scourge of the late 20th and early
21st century. cultural imperialism. Guilt about success. This kind of thinking is low at best. The narrative structure of popular dramatic art forms has not changed in essence since the days of Aristotle. Thanks to the artistic criteria of formulas and the rational use of defined narrative elements, all films, America and others achieve their
success. Good popular movies are art forms such as odes, sonets or fugues: they have specific formalities. Their artistic value – and their popular success – is the result of their formal requirements. To understand the official elements of the modern film industry, it is useful to look at the elements of the drama introduced by Aristotle.
ARISTOTLE's six elementary dramas are spectacle, character, fable (Plot), diction, Melody and Thought. These elements (slightly modified and re-interpreted by modern audiences) remain important for modern movies. Aristotle argues that, contrary to what one might expect, plot or form action is the most important element. This is
because Aristotle believes that the purpose of life is a certain type of action and drama should represent a certain type of activity that we can learn about the results of these activities. Aristotle would reject the modern view (supported by insidious propaganda, that acting is a high art form and a public interest in the lives of actors) that
portraying a character is central or most important. Aristotle's arguments for supremacy plot over character include: Character gives us qualities, but it is our action - which we do - that we are happy or opposite (Poetic, 1450a18). According to the play, they do not act to depict characters; they include fun for the sake of action (Poetics,
1461a15-20). He concludes that Nature is the second most important (Poetics, 1450b1). The character does not interact with other elements, but its primary importance (especially in movies) is that it introduces morality. As Aristotle says: ... character is what makes us attribut certain moral qualities of agents (Poetics, 1450a4). The third
element is Thought. One has to be careful to distinguish this element because it's not what the character says, which can reveal elements of character, but what the character says in relation to important intellectual themes - or, as Aristotle says, all they say when proving or rebuting some specific point, or naming some universal
proposition (Poetic, 1450a5). [In modern films, it is sometimes claimed (in some cases, with a justification) that the director of the film actually controls what is said or is confirmed. This is done not through dialogue over which it has limited control, but on a subliminal recommendation for pictures only. This idea is the right way to determine
the final meaning of movies is often called auteur theory. I partially reject this theory. Look at my seven mistakes.] Below is a summary of the three elements mentioned above and the other three elements, as shown in the examples as they apply to contemporary films: 1. Plot: Searchers (A) - Terrible event falls on man; man initially
chooses vengeance, but ultimately chooses redemption and forgiveness. Note: It is not always easy to describe how the plot relates to the topic and what I call the story. It has been claimed, correctly, after Aristotle that there are only a few basic plots. When we say plot seekers as a man chooses revenge against the Indians, we have a
different, more specific, understanding of the plot. Such a specific understanding cannot be regarded as a basic plot. The main plot introduces topics. In this case, the main plot of the creepy event falls on the man introduces the subject to the possibility of forgiveness. It does not give forgiveness as a narrative reality, to this point in the plot
where the character makes a moral choice. It remains the same as aristotle time - and Hollywood writers generally accept it - that a good story (film) must have a specific plot points, or moments when a character makes a moral choice. Following this rule, Hollywood writers can be said to agree with Aristotle's idea that the plot, not the
character, is central. The further complexities of this issue go beyond the scope of my comments here. See my Seven Mistakes for more information. 2. Character: Rocky (A) - After Aristotle, we could attribute the moral qualities of Rocky and how his character fits into the action as follows: Rocky is a man who has lost his self-respect.
Fate (chosen by Apollo Creed as an opponent) allows Rocky the chance to regain his self-respect by working hard and taking on the seemingly impossible task (going the distance against the world champion). Only through acts can Rocky regain his character; He can't just be more self-respect. Thus, Rocky shows aristotelian character-
building through the action. 3. Thought: Forrest Gump (A) - An example of a film showing how a character who has limited cognitive abilities can still be used as a mouthpiece for ideas related to the philosophy of life. Forrest says: Life is a box of chocolates, which means you don't know what the chances of life are until you embrace them
or not despair, because life seems to be a gamble – that's where the fun comes from! Forrest Gump is, in fact, metaphysical speculation about the role of opportunity in the universe (see Seven error, item number 4). Sometimes the hero claims a deeper philosophy, such as the reasons that we may have for self-sacrifice, such as Blaine
(Humphrey Bogart) makes the end of Casablanca (A). Another technique used by writers is to use throwaway lines where characters can give meaning, or conceptual background, to a film that otherwise seems to be absent. The Avengers (2012) have several of these lines (see current home page). Additional reflections, largely platonic,
rather than Aristotle's perspective on how philosophical concepts can be expressed in films are equipped with my Mind Map Narrative structures. 4. Diction: In his Nichomachean ethics, Aristotle requires finding the middle or middle between extreme character. In a similar way, his poetics, Aristotle suggests that extremes of diction avoid.
He calls for poetic speech (use of metaphors, etc.) and a mixture of common speech. Poetic speech adds interest and common speech provides clarity: We then need a kind of blend of the two. For one species saves the wording is prosaic and ordinary, a rare word, for example, and metaphor and embellishment, while ordinary words
provide clarity (1458a25). Most movies use the prohalles of the speech library. In that sense, they probably won't reach Aristotle's standards of high art. Some movies are against stylized speech throughout, such as True Grit (A). Some of the movie adaptations of the plays may represent what Aristotle was remembered for, such as Night
of Iguana (A), Richard Burton. While we consider almost every film adaptation of Shakespeare to be exemplified by high art, the language used is probably too unattainable for current audiences to meet Aristotle's clarity criterion. 5th Melody: May be unnoticed (most movies) or the central influence of the film, e.g. the title theme of Star
Wars (A). Today, composers of movie scores are often considered by major artists in their own right (John Williams, Max Steiner, Bernard Hermann, Elmer Bernstein) and some movie scores are judged independently by movies (see Digital Dream Door, Wikipedia 100 years of movie scores, or classical music About.com). The best
movies try to integrate music with visual effects and larger plot points. In many recent films, music often telegraphs emotional content, often at the expense of specific scenes. Actors, directors and producers rightly fear that music is overloaded scenes or even whole films, throwing the film out of balance from Aristotle's perspective. Larger
plot points are sometimes punctuated by specific musical events. For example, the clock clock when Rocky (in one of the following films) announces that he will fight again. Older films often use the power of silence: when a concerned mother calls her daughter's name in M (1931), we only hear an echo of the cold brick walls and see the
child's balloons quietly away. Musicals are divided into different and deserve a more detailed discussion if it is possible to present here. 6. Spectacle: Visual effects, the feeling of attending large, grand events. Examples: Lord of the Rings (A), Ben Hur (A), Spartacus. (Spartacus is a great example of a film in which all six elements are of
high caliber). Currently, many movies promote spectacle as if it were the most important element and the main reason to see movies. The dialog (i.e. thought phrases) often comes down to the background because screen time is dedicated to special effects. It is instructive to compare modern movies with some of the past that managed to
develop an effective drama with minimal spectacle. The lifeboat (1944) is a great example of an artistic tour that was achieved without spectacle. Additional commentary and screenshots from the visually free landscape of Lifeboat are available here. Additional comments on some of the features of popular culture, which are given as
examples of films and comics, are available here. Here.
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